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Live Roulette. Evolution Live Roulette is the most popular, authentic and exciting live dealer Roulette

available online. There are multiple game variants, the largest number of generic, VIP and native
speaking dealer tables, and dedicated tables for optimum control over your online brand, and even Dual
Play Roulette, which brings together land-based and online players at the same on-premise tables. Then
there are innovations such as Lightning Roulette, Immersive Roulette, Speed Roulette, Instant Roulette

and Double Ball Roulette to provide our licensees with uniquely engaging ways to attract and retain more
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players. Players enjoy a world-class live gaming experience. Our multi-camera immersive view brings
players closer to the action by allowing them to follow every spin of the wheel and movement of the ball.
There’s a choice of game views and rich features such as Autoplay, extensive statistics from which bets
can be placed, chat and the possibility to save up to 15 favourite bets. Scalability means thousands of

concurrent players can enjoy the live games on all devices. We cater for all player types with our world’s
widest range of online Roulette tables. Whichever live table your players choose, they’ll experience the
thrill of playing alongside other players, at a real wheel, with a choice of both real dealer and automated

games, and with the live action streamed to their screens in flawless HD quality. Whichever live table
your players choose, they’ll experience the thrill of playing alongside other players, at a real wheel, with a

choice of both real dealer and automated games, and with the live action streamed to their screens in
flawless HD quality. LIVE EUROPEAN ROULETTE. Live European Roulette is our core Live Roulette

game for players in Europe and beyond. Offering the largest number of standard and VIP tables
available from a single source, it’s the ultimate world-class Live Roulette experience for players to enjoy
across the widest range of devices. As with all Evolution Live Casino games that support mobile play,
every table is available on every supported device, with everything beautifully optimised for the specific

device and screen size. The online live game experience is as real as it gets, with live interaction, a
user-friendly interface and rich features such as Autoplay, chat and extensive statistics from where

players can place bets and favourite bets. This personal menu saves up to 15 favourite bets for each
player, speeding up betting for everyone and making complex betting simple for more experienced

players. LIGHTNING ROULETTE. Lighting Roulette is an innovative and revolutionised award-winning
Roulette game from Evolution that has become the biggest Live Roulette table in the world – both for

land-based and online. Our unique Lightning Roulette is like no other Roulette game. Not only is it visually
stunning with an electrifying user interface and eye-catching black and gold Art Deco environment, it also
adds high-payout RNG Lucky Number wins to every game round. All the familiar elements of our world-
class Live Roulette are here, but Lightning Roulette gives players the chance to win greatly multiplied
payouts on a Straight Up bet. In each game round between one and five Lucky Numbers are struck by

lightning and given multiplied payouts of between 50x and 500x. Lightning Roulette won Product
Innovation of the Year at the Global Gaming Awards, G2E Las Vegas, Innovation in Live Casino at the

SBC Awards and was voted EGR’s Game of the Year 2018 by operators in the sector. Two native-
speaking versions of Lightning Roulette are available – Lightning Roulette Italia and Ruleta Relámpago

en Vivo. XXXTREME LIGHTNING ROULETTE. More Lightning, more lucky bet spots, and higher
multiplied wins – that’s what XXXtreme Lightning Roulette is all about! Similarly to our award-winning

Lightning Roulette, this XXXtreme version brings Lightning Numbers with randomly generated multipliers
to allow you the chance to multiply your payout up to an amazing 500x. But that’s not all – Chain Lightning
generates up to nine additional Chain Lighting Numbers with random multipliers to increase the number

of lucky bet spots up to ten in total. Double Strike Multipliers can then strike both Lightning and Chain
Lightning Numbers to maximise their value up to an astonishing 2000x. Experience this electrifying ride!
Two native-speaking versions of Lightning Roulette are available – Lightning Roulette Italia and Ruleta
Relámpago en Vivo. FOOTBALL STUDIO ROULETTE. Jump into a savvy football conversation while
experiencing a top-quality gaming experience. Football Studio Roulette offers European Roulette but

with added sports banter, which will keep all the football fans coming back! Red number winning streaks
are displayed on the HOME scorecard, whilst Black number winning streaks are shown on the AWAY
scorecard. Additionally, Statistics on the recent Roulette results help to predict the outcome of future

rounds. The added live football score feed lets you stay on top of your favourite games, so you’re never
out of the loop. Cheer for your team in Football Studio Roulette! GOLD BAR ROULETTE. A ground-

breaking Roulette variant that introduces a new and unique way of gaming – instead of random
multipliers being assigned to random numbers, you can choose your lucky number and its multiplier

value. Make the game your own. How? It’s easy! Standard Roulette rules apply, but in Gold Bar Roulette,
winning on a Straight Up bet becomes even more exciting, as you win not only a cash payout but also
valuable Gold Bars, which act as 88x multipliers. Use the won Gold Bars in any of the future rounds to

increase your chances of winning a ground-breaking payout by stacking multiple Gold Bars together onto
your lucky betting spot. The sky’s the limit, but our gold-induced multipliers go beyond that! Collect Gold
Bars and cash out bigger than ever! IMMERSIVE ROULETTE. A world-first from Evolution, Immersive

Roulette is a uniquely different premium-quality game that draws players into the action. It’s also ideal for
drawing in new customers to your site and for cross-selling the unique thrill of Live Roulette to RNG and
sportsbook players. Featuring Hollywood-style multiple cameras, this advanced Live Roulette variant



gets players ‘up close’ to the action. As the live dealer spins the wheel, players can see and follow every
movement of the ball – all in 200 frames-per-second HD video and with a slow motion replay of the

winning number-colour as the ball comes to rest. Immersive Roulette was awarded EGR’s Game of the
Year 2014 by operators in the sector. FRENCH ROULETTE. Another world-class variant of Live Roulette

and another way to ensure that players can always play the games they love. As in European Roulette,
the French Roulette wheel features the numbers 1 to 36 and a single zero. However, in French Roulette
there’s the La Partage rule: if a player makes an even-money bet and the ball lands on zero, he or she
loses only half their bet. French Roulette also uses a slightly different table layout with some bet types

named in French. American ROULETTE. Our Live American Roulette adds extra choice and variety to
ourRoulette line up. This double-zero variant adds extra excitement for players, including not only the 1–

36 and zero (0), but also an additional double-zero number (00) on the wheel and table layout. This
popular variant has lower betting limits than other Roulette variants, with an additional ‘Five Bet’ for yet
more variety and choice. SPEED ROULETTE. A super-fast version of our live dealer Live Roulette in

which game rounds take just 25 seconds from spin to spin. That’s around 50% of the duration of a game
round in our standard Live Roulette and Immersive Roulette games. As a result, Roulette lovers can pack
more betting opportunities and more excitement into every playing session. This is Live Roulette game
action in the fast lane with a custom designed wheel and experienced live dealers. Betting occurs only
during the spin so there’s no ‘dead time’ and there’s no time lost in getting on with the next spin, either,

thanks to fast video-based winning number recognition. AUTO ROULETTE. Available as both
mainstream and VIP tables, Auto Roulette features fast-paced, real live-wheel action with a high quality
look-and-feel. In Auto Roulette, there’s no live dealer. Instead the live game is powered by an advanced,
fully automated, precision Roulette wheel capable of 60 to 80 games per hour, 24 hours a day. Further

benefits for operators include half-currency betting units for wider audience appeal, faster game
completion than in Roulette, and low cost of ownership. Speed Auto Roulette is a superfast variant with
an impressive 2,500 games per day. Betting occurs only during the spin in Speed Auto Roulette. Auto
Roulette is available as European, French and American Auto Roulette. INSTANT ROULETTE. With
Instant Roulette we’ve taken Live Roulette for a completely new spin to meet many players’ desire for

near instant results. In this thrilling multi-wheel game, 12 individual and synchronised Auto Roulette
wheels spin almost constantly, with the balls dropping one after the other in the different wheels. Players
can play at their own pace since betting time is unlimited. The player is always in control and clicks on
the ‘PLAY NOW’ button whenever they are ready. The wheel closest to the next drop of the ball is then

automatically selected as the wheel on which the player is betting for this game round. Players who
prefer a faster pace can just click ‘REBET’ to start the next round immediately with the same bet.

DOUBLE BALL ROULETTE. Another world-first from Evolution — and not available from any other Live
Casino provider — Double Ball Roulette is a unique, innovative Live Roulette variant. Two balls deliver

two winning numbers from a single spin. At the push of a button the live dealer sends the two balls
shooting from a special patented device. There are new and exciting betting opportunities and more

frequent payouts of up to 1,300 to 1. Proven in the land-based sector, the game is a unique attraction as
it offers double the fun for players through the potential for more frequent wins. Created in partnership

with Games Marketing, this premium game is available only to Evolution licensees that opt for the
Games Marketing side bets in our Live Blackjack or Live Baccarat games. DUAL PLAY ROULETTE.
Land-based and online convergence doesn’t get any more exciting than this. Dual Play Roulette adds
dual play capability to any Roulette table in your land-based casino using an advanced camera and
sound installation, On-premise seated players and a virtually unlimited number of additional online

players from anywhere in the world can then play the same games at the same table. Online players are
transported straight onto the gaming floor of some of the world’s most iconic casinos, where they can
play alongside the on-premise players in the fastest and slickest Dual Play Roulette solution available.
This makes Dual Play the perfect way to extend service to customers in your venue, while also relaying

the unique excitement of your casino and your brand to a greatly extended audience of new players
online. VIP ROULETTE. VIP variants of our European and French Live Roulette tables and also our Auto

Roulette tables. All are set in the most sumptuous and welcoming VIP environments with betting limits
set to appeal to high rollers, and with exceptional levels of VIP service. This unrivalled VIP offering
means that high-wagering players can enjoy the widest choice of live dealer tables tailored to their

needs, as well as access to VIP Auto Roulette tables that deliver 60–80 game rounds per hour. SALON
PRIVÉ. Offering the ultimate VIP live gaming experience online, our Salon Privé is a super-elegant, top-



end VIP environment. Here your most discerning, high-wagering players (subject to minimum bankroll
requirements) can enjoy the very best in live gaming with high maximum bets and enhanced control at

one-to-one, single-player private tables. Heightened levels of VIP customer service include a VIP Room
Manager present at all times and the ability for the player to control choice of dealer, the shuffle, and
game speed using ‘Spin Now’ and ‘Deal Now’ buttons. Five private tables are available: one Salon

Privé Live Roulette table, three Salon Privé Live Blackjack tables and one Salon Privé Live Baccarat
table, with each table offering a different minimum bet. MINI LIVE ROULETTE. A mini-window variant of
our world-leading Live Roulette, this delivers the big attraction of our standard European Live Roulette
but in a scaled-down game window measuring 200×230 pixels. Mini Live Roulette’s smaller window
means multiplied revenue opportunity as players can play two or more games simultaneously. The

smaller window is also ideal for including in your sportsbook, RNG games and bingo pages to cross-sell
the excitement of Live Casino. NATIVE SPEAKING ROULETTE. By offering the world’s widest range of
ready-to-roll and bespoke native speaking dealer solutions, we make it easy for operators to speak the
customer’s language. It’s a proven way to significantly increase player acquisition numbers and average
spend per existing players, and to generate the strongest player-dealer rapport. With our flexible platform
and state-of-the-art production studio facilities we can quickly create and deploy for virtually any market.

Blue screen technology is particularly effective in creating the illusion of spacious, opulent casino
interiors in just a few square metres of studio floor space. Blue screen also enables the same native

speaking dealer and table to feature in different interiors, so it can be highly cost effective for operators
with multiple brands. We have the widest range of ready-to-deploy localised solutions with native

speaking dealer tables, currently with native speaking dealers in English, Italian, Swedish, German,
Russian, Danish, French, Flemish, Turkish, Arabic, Norwegian, Spanish, Finish, Japanese and
Romanian. We can source top native speaking dealers for virtually any language. DEDICATED

ROULETTE. Dedicated Roulette gives licensees the option to add a complete studio installation that
adds multiple HD cameras around the wheel and dealer on your dedicated Live Roulette tables. The

dedicated studio set-up is fully customisable. Licensees simply choose the number of cameras and the
shot angles. Where licensees have multiple dedicated tables, brief cutaway shots of other tables can be
used to heighten the Live Casino atmosphere. RULETA EN VIVO. Ruleta En Vivo is our ready-made,

world-class, customisable Live Roulette solution available for any licensed gambling operator in Spain.
The fully equipped live studio operates from Casino Odiseo in Murcia, Spain, where we also have the
ability to accommodate dedicated tables for our licensees. FAVOURITE BETS. Rich features such as
the Roulette favourite bets menu add convenience, speed and fun to our world-leading Roulette. This

personal menu allows players to customise and save up to 15 of their favourite bets, whether it be one
bet or multiple bets, special or neighbouring bets. This feature speeds up betting for everyone and

makes more complex betting really simple. A player’s favourite bets are available on any Roulette table
meaning that players can place their saved bets time and time again, at whichever table they are playing.

STATISTICS. Players can open Statistics to view the winning numbers in up to 500 of the most recent
game rounds. The player can use the slider to alter the number of past rounds to apply. When the player
hovers over any part of the statistics diagram, the spot on the betting table where a chip would be placed

is highlighted. Players can then simply click the bet to place their chip. AUTOPLAY. Autoplay is also
available should the player wish to automatically play the same bets for a selected number of game

roundThe automatic game rounds will continue until the chosen number of Autoplay rounds is complete
or the player chooses to stop Autoplay. Placing additional bets on the betting grid or doubling bets while

Autoplay is running will not stop Autoplay. The player can continue with Autoplay for the new bet after
confirming this. SEE ALSO. Lightning Roulette – the revolutionised, extended Roulette game that will
light up your Live Casino. Dedicated Roulette Tables and Environments – exclusive to your brand and

your operations. Evolution’s logo and graphic material is the company’s intellectual property and may not
be copied, reproduced, distributed or displayed without written consent of Evolution. Under no

circumstances may Evolution’s intellectual property be displayed in connection with inappropriate or
harmful content, including without limitation on web sites containing pornographic content or supporting
illegal file sharing. Evolution Malta Holdings Limited and Evolution Gaming Malta Limited are licensed
and regulated in Great Britain by the Gambling Commission (GB) under account numbers 41655 and
39002 respectively. Evolution is licensed and regulated by the Malta Gaming Authority under license
MGA/B2B/187/2010. Evolution is licensed and regulated in a number of jurisdictions. All our licences

can be found here. Evolution’s Privacy Policy explains how we process personal data. Read our Privacy
Policy here. Evolution’s Cookie Policy clarifies what cookies we use. Read our Cookie Policy here.



Evolution is committed to gaming that is fun, safe, and secure. Read about Responsible Gaming and
Player information here. Copyright © 2022 Evolution AB (publ). All rights reserved. Manage Cookie
Consent. To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access
device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing

behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain
features and functions. Functional Functional Always active. The technical storage or access is strictly

necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the
subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an

electronic communications network. Preferences Preferences. The technical storage or access is
necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or

user. Statistics Statistics. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical
purposes. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes.
Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional

records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used
to identify you. Marketing Marketing. The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles
to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing

purposes. Accept Deny View preferences Save preferences View preferences. Manage Cookie
Consent. To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access
device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing

behavior or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain
features and functions. Functional Functional Always active. The technical storage or access is strictly

necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the
subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an

electronic communications network. Preferences Preferences. The technical storage or access is
necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or

user. Statistics Statistics. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical
purposes. The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes.
Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional

records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used
to identify you. Marketing Marketing. The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles
to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing

purposes. 
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